program of research while experiencing excellent research preparation by an expert mentor. PhD students working outside the advisor's program of research receive less capable mentoring because they are not working in the same area of research; they also divert advisors' efforts away from their own research endeavors (Topp et al., 2017) .
Research teams are another example of a potential opportunity that may become a burden. Although teams closely aligned with faculty expertise may contribute to research success, teams with less clear relevance can become a time drain. Even teams aligned with the faculty program of research may become more of a burden than a benefit depending on faculty responsibilities. Pursuit of too many research opportunities not central to their program of research can cause midcareer faculty to weaken their focused program of research. Some midcareer faculty become so involved in research teams that coinvestigator status becomes their predominant research role.
Midcareer faculty research productivity may diminish if the program of research was not fully designed and developed during the junior faculty stage. The overarching important goal of developing a stellar sustained program of research to create significant new knowledge may become subverted to the lesser goal of conducting and publishing enough studies to achieve promotion and tenure. Some midcareer faculty who secure funding as junior faculty will not experience similar success as midcareer faculty. The absence of junior faculty bonus points for securing funding can be a problem but a lack of scientific merit may be the culprit. The program of research must reflect scientific movement which often includes acquiring new research skills while pursuing important novel research questions.
Research behaviors may contribute to midcareer malaise and disenchantment posttenure. This may reflect diminished resources posttenure (Topp et al., 2017) . The disenchantment can reflect beliefs about supposed research mastery. Some midcareer faculty cease efforts to obtain assistance. Some faculty actively resist research mentoring due to a mistaken belief that this assistance is no longer beneficial to them. Their manuscripts and grant applications may be less successful without having first undergone internal peer review to further develop programs of research and to substantially improve materials. Some faculty diminish research endeavors because education and service activities may be more immediately rewarding.
Strategies to prevent and treat midcareer malaise must be tailored to the college context as well as individual factors. Leadership should recognize the wicked questions midcareer faculty face. A college culture of continued learning across all levels of faculty, such as evidenced by mock reviews of grant applications, is important. Research trajectory planning at the junior faculty stage should help faculty launch sustainable programs of research that extend far beyond tenure. The trajectory planning should consider possible unanticipated findings so programs of research can remain viable despite unanticipated findings. Junior and midcareer faculty benefit from guidance in negotiating the potential benefits and costs of some team science. Assistance with time management (Chase et al., 2013) needs to extend from junior into midcareer faculty status.
The emphasis on junior faculty development has been successful in launching many important programs of research and successful researchers. Now similar attention to midcareer faculty is essential for the future of our discipline. Some of our nursing organizations, such as Midwest Nursing Research Society, have developed career development activities for midcareer faculty. Local college efforts must be combined with organization and discipline efforts to successfully treat midcareer malaise. 
